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What is strategy and
why is it important?
Strategy is critical for any business owner, as it acts
to ensure the business is consistently operated toward
the end objective, and aligns the ongoing decisions in
operations (the ‘what’) with the end objective (the ‘where’).
A clear business strategy will guide your decision making
and will provide clarity as to the correct actions to take.
An effective strategy based upon the unique strengths
and activities of your business (the value the business
provides) can increase competitive advantage. It is
imperative that you, as a business owner, have an
understanding of strategy and an in-depth knowledge of
your business’ strategy.
Michael Porter in his best-selling book, ‘Competitive
Strategy’, describes strategy as “…a broad formula for
how a business is going to compete, what its goals should
be, and what policies will be needed to carry out those
goals”. Put simply strategy is the combination of the longterm goals and objectives (the ‘what’) of an organisation,
the unique actions required to achieve those goals (the
‘how’), and the timeline in which the actions are taken. An
effective strategy is a roadmap for the business enabling it
to provide a unique mix of value to its customer base.

“ ... a broad formula for how a business is
going to compete, what its goals should be,
and what policies will be needed to carry
out those goals. ” - Michael Porter
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What is a
strategic business plan?
A strategic business plan is a document or group of documents, compiled through the strategic planning process, which inform the
strategic plan. Writing a business plan can be a daunting affair but it does not need to be completely overwhelming. There are many tools
available online to assist you in documenting the strategy; The most important thing is that you start somewhere. At its core, all strategic
business plans are trying to answer three questions:

WHERE
HOW
3. What will your
business become?

NOW
2. How are you going
to get there?
1. Where is your
business now?
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Strategic plan overview
A strategic plan is typically a 3 to 5 year
forward-looking document aimed at
articulating why a business exists, what it
does, how it operates, and what is important
for it to focus on and achieve. The strategic
plan is useful in assisting you to make
decisions that are aligned with the ultimate
objectives of your business.
In particular, a good strategic plan will
address both of the critical tests for any
business:
• The Narrative Test: Confirms the business
model tells a logical story including who
the customers are, what they value, and
how the business will service the needs of
the customer in a profitable manner.
• The Numbers Test: Outlines the
assumptions about customers that is
tied to some economic guideline (e.g.
previous trading results or forward-looking
guidance).

Strategic Business Plan Overview
Key component

Description

Introduction

• Opportunity highlights
• Investment overview
• Product/service range overview

Core values

• The core values of a business outline a set of ideas and behaviours to
guide the whole organisation.

Core purpose

• The core purpose explains why your business exists.

Goals and objectives

• Outlines the goals and objectives of
the business over various timelines,
including:

• The short-term (1 year)
• The medium term (2-3 years)
• The long term (3-10 years)

Business description

• Refer below for business model
• Timeline
• Overview
• Service/product overview

• Differentiation of service/products
• Distribution model
• Key partner overview
• Key asset overview

Growth opportunity

• Organic growth options

• Inorganic growth options

Products and services and
unique selling sroposition

• Articulates what is unique about your proposition to your customers and
describes your product and service.

Target market

• Documents who are your key customers which may include single or
multiple segments.

Market, industry and
competition

• Local market performance
• Industry performance

• Major competitor overview
• Brand positioning in market

Key management team

• Background and description

• Organisational chart

Financials

• Basis of preparation
• Statement of financial performance

• Statement of financial position
• Cash flow statement

Systems and trademarks

• Information systems overview

• IP/Trademark details

• Growth opportunities
• Financial overview and projected
returns
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Describing your business: components of your
business model
There are a range of incredibly useful and low cost applications and
tools to help you consider the various elements of your business model
and what would be needed in order to be successful according to your
strategy.
The key components to consider when evaluating your business model are
as follows:
• Customer segments: What customer segments do you serve?
• Value proposition: What customer problems or needs do you solve?
• Differentiation: How are you different to your competitors?
• Channels: How do you communicate and distribute your value
proposition to customers?
• Customer relationships: How do you establish and maintain customer
relationships?

• Revenue streams: What are the sources of revenue that you receive
from your customer value proposition?
• Key resources: What are the key resources in your business you can
use to deliver your value proposition to customers?
• Key activities: What are the key activities that you do that help deliver
the value proposition?
• Key partnerships: What are the key partnerships (suppliers/
outsourcers) that you have in place to deliver the value proposition?
• Cost structure: What are the costs associated with the resources,
activities and partnerships to deliver the value proposition?
Once the components of the business model have been considered, you
can use these components as a tool to further define the strategic plan.
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Additional strategic information
and tools
It may be difficult for you to know where to start in developing your strategy.
The following is a list of resources that may assist.

Porter’s generic business strategies
Michael Porter in Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining
Superior Performance introduced four approaches to strategy:
BROAD

• cost leadership (no frills)
• differentiation (creating unique desirable products and services)

DIFFERENTIATION

COST FOCUS

DIFFERENTIATION
FOCUS

COST

DIFFERENTIATION

NARROW

• differentiation focus (offering a unique or specialised offering in a
niche market).

COST
LEADERSHIP

SCOPE

• cost focus (offering a specialised product in a niche market)

SOURCE OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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The cost leadership strategy

Strategy timeline

Cost leadership strategies involve being the leader in terms
of the cost in your industry or market. To be successful in
achieving cost leadership, the specific area leading to your
cost advantage should be unique to your organisation,
including:

Small business owners often need to consider the
application of their limited resources to various parts of
their business. As a rule of thumb, strategic planning
and execution of this strategy should consider multiple
timelines and horizons.

1. access to capital needed to invest in technology that
will bring costs down

The McKinsey Three-Horizons of Growth framework, sets
out how your time can be allocated to planning ahead.

2. efficient logistics
3. a low-cost base and a way of sustainably cutting costs
below those of your competitors.

The differentiation leadership strategy
Differentiation strategies involve making your product or
services different from, and more attractive than, those
of your competitors. To be successful in implementing a
differentiation strategy your business must have:
1. good research, development and innovation
2. the ability to deliver high quality products or services
3. effective sales and marketing, so that the market
understands the benefits offered by the differentiated
offerings.

01

02

03

Next Term
(next - 12 months)

Medium Term
(next - 3 years)

Long Term
(next - 5 years)

70% of your effort
and so time should
focus on your core
business profit.
Focus on extending
and defending your
core business.

20% of your
effort and so time
should focus
on building new
business revenue
by investing in
emerging business.

10% of your effort
and so time should
focus on creating
options for future
customers.

The focus strategies
The focus strategies are implemented by concentrating on
specific niche markets and by understanding the dynamics
of those markets and servicing the unique needs of
customers within them. It also involves developing unique
or specific products to meet their needs.
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Developing a winning strategy
In their popular book on strategy, Playing to Win: How Strategy Really Works, A.G. Lafley and Roger Martin offer business owners
and leaders a five-part framework outlined below, from which they can develop a strategy.

What is your purpose or
cause?

Where will you play?

How will you win?

What capabilities must
be in place?

What management
systems are required?
Note: See the next page for more detail on the questions to ask.
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Questions to ask
1. What is your purpose or cause? In order to win you need to be clear
about what that means. This should be a clear articulation of what
you are setting out to do as a business. What is the purpose of your
business? What are your guiding aspirations?
2. Where will you play? Once you are clear about your aspirations,
you next need to identify where you want to play in order to win. This
is about being clear on where you will and won’t compete. This may
include the geographies, product categories, consumer segments,
channels and vertical stages of production you will use.
3. How will you win? In order to determine how to win, you must
identify what will enable your business to create unique value and
how it can sustain this value in a way that is somehow differentiated
from competitors. This defines the method by which you will win by
considering business value proposition and competitive advantage.
4. What capabilities must be in place? This is about getting clear about
what the organisation would need to be distinctively good at in order to
play where it wants to play and win how it wants to win. It’s not about
what you are doing well today. This should be simplified into a few key
capabilities to help the business make good strategic decisions.
5. What management systems are required? This is all about defining
the structures and actions required to measure the success of your
strategy so that you can determine how you are tracking towards your
purpose.

There are additional resources available to assist you.
dpird.wa.gov.au/investorreadiness
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The Department of Primary Industries
and Regional Development is ready to assist you
For further information please contact:
e investorreadiness@dpird.wa.gov.au
p 1300 374 731 (1300 DPIRD1)
w dpird.wa.gov.au/investorreadiness
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